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Monaco Vacation House
Price:  USD 850.000 (AWG 1.513.000)

Location:  Oranjestad

Bathrooms:  8

Bedrooms:  8

Lot size:  1.382 m2

Built up size:  387 m2

Magnificent turn-key investment opportunity!    This recently 
renovated investment property called Monaco is located in Regent’s 
Square, the well-connected neighborhood of Seroe Blanco. The 
dwelling house has been divided into 8 beautiful rental units and is 
built on a total of 1382 m2 property land. This unique property is 
completely surrounded by artistic mural paintings made by 
exclusive artists. Together with stunning colorful Flora and Fauna, 
astonishing landscaping and high-quality interiors Monaco is the 
perfect investment opportunity on the One Happy Island! The 
property consists of a total of 8 specious rental units which are 
constructed with a modern touch. All units have a direct connection 
with the beautiful greenery from the yard and in the mornings, 
guests will be welcomed by the singing of Aruba’s colorful birds! 
The units all consist of their own well-finished luxurious bathrooms, 
smart TV, air conditioning, dimmable ceiling lights and silent ceiling 
fans. Guests can make use of several community facilities such as 
the swimming pool, BBQ area(s), several seating area(s), the 
tropical outdoor bar or just take a relaxing moment in one of the 
hammocks. To make this package complete Monaco provides 
additional services for its guests such as 4 scooters that are 
available to explore the island or a professional massage chair to 
make the stay even more relaxful. All these factors combined 
provide a fantastic island experience. Monaco provides an 
exceptional stay and a wonderful time to all its guests! This 
property literally has it all! Become the new owner of this 
magnificent property and let’s start the journey today!  Details: 8 
modern rental units Great rental income investment opportunity 
All units fitted with economical air conditioning, smart TV, 
dimmable ceiling lights and Ceiling lights Several communities 
spaces Beautiful swimming pool with covered terrace Tropical 
outdoor bar Stunning greenery and exteriors Artistic mural 
paintings Parking on property Interested, or want to know more 
about this property? Contact Ruben Metz for a viewing! (+297) 568 
6490 ruben.metz@kw-aruba.com
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